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About This Game

Mr Rabbit’s Alphabet Forest Adventure is an exciting game to teach a child English phonics and alphabet in an engaging way.

Mr Rabbit who travels through a forest maze to find letters. Each letter is spelled on collection in a cheerful and enthusiastic
voice of a child who enjoys playing it. You can encourage your child to spell the letters along as a practice and to seed the

positive feeling of reading while doing so. The letter then must be traced (with a mouse or with a finger if you happen to use a
touch screen device). Each letter allows unlocking of a door. Four letters collected from each level open a portal to a next part

of the maze. The labyrinth levels gradually increase in difficulty in order to present some challenge and to occupy the little ones
while having fun. The collected letters are also available in the index page of the main menu, where their sound can be replayed

and where painting them can also be repeated.

Oh! And don’t forget about the carrots! The time for each level is limited so in case of the time running out just lead Mr Rabbit
to a carrot to get more time to finish the level.

The quiz feature allows children to test their knowledge of both tracing of letter shapes and listening to letter sounds.

There are 2 modes of letter presentation: standard alphabetical mode with capital letters and "satpin" mode used in UK
education system.

Mr Rabbit’s Alphabet Forest Adventure is designed for children. The game has bright colors, enthusiastic music and is a maze
so it does require a bit of thinking. Usually, it’s more running than solving problems but rabbits are good at that.

Whether your child starts learning the alphabet or is a reading beginner this is a game for it.
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The game was tested in schools and feedback collected from teachers was incorporated into game's development.

There aren’t many other games out there that are designed especially for children and are more than a time killer. Mr Rabbit’s
Alphabet Game bloomed from a need of parents who wanted their child to play a game that’s interesting, designed for children

and educational to fill that gap.

Free licenses are available for schools and other non-profit entities. Email admin@alakhainespecialistconsulting.co.uk to request
license keys.

The game uses OpenDyslectic font to support children with reading/writing difficulties. Tracing letters with fingers is a popular
way to enhance the learning experience.

Mobile version of the game is available for Android at
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.BlackIceGaming.BouncemonNotFree
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Title: Mr Rabbit's Alphabet Forest Adventure
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Alakhaine Specialist Consulting Limited
Publisher:
Alakhaine Specialist Consulting Limited
Release Date: 17 Jul, 2018
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Worse game imaginable! Please I mean please do not buy this.Even Hawx seems to be better then this game, it has nothing
going for it other then maybe some good visuals here and there, sound is horrible, Soundtrack is the WORSE ive heard in any
game ive played! .....At least super mario bros had a catchy theme you can whistle in your head while playing,with this game you
just wish you were deaf instead!......Controls,what can I say if planes used xbox 360 controllers iam pretty sure they would have
more then up and down! Everything about this game is just pure bad iam sorry to say.Nz. Instead of earning your decks while in
game you can buy them at a small price. With this downloadable content you can unlock this deck and use it at your discretion
forever. This is a great thing to do but you might be wasting your money if you already know that you can unlock the deck
already in game while just playing. This purchase just makes customizing decks easier and more convenient since you'll be
unlocking the deck right away. I do suggest buying this little shortcut if you are too lazy to earn it while in game or think you
can't earn it while in game. If you plan to play online then its a great idea to buy this downloadable content to make sure your
not at a disadvantage while playing your opponents. To unlock decks in game you have to beat certain players in the campaign
which at times can be a challenge but very rewarding since you unlock decks. This DLC deck unlock is there if you need it and
if you know you don't then don't buy it and earn all the decks while in game.. If you're looking for something like Shovel Knight
but in a Metroidvania, keep looking. This one has some cool ideas but it's so unpolished that it's really hard to lose yourself in.

If you've played Axiom verge 10x and have played every Castlevania game on DS emulator, and also played Super Metroid and
Demon's Crest on SNES, then maybe give this a shot if you're really bored.. for achievements hunter very good, 10\/10 for all
others not really, because it's just an achievement game.. version of tokyo jungle. Reminds me of games like Soldat which I
absolutely love. This is faster and clearly had thought put into making it a team based game. Super varied bots allowing different
strategies and team compositions. I got into the beta and the dev was super responsive to players suggestions and tweaks. I'll be
playing this one especially at lan parties for years to come.. Don't expect this game to teach you about hacking, but the people
behind Hacknet did an awesome job at finding a good balance between real-life hacking and with keeping the fun 'game' aspect.
Real hacking is very complex and tedious so making a game out of it is certainly something that requires imagination and
creativity, and the fact that Hacknet gives you an immersive sense of intelligence and power really makes me believe they've
accomplished that balance.

Definitely recommend.

Note: Game length averaged me about 11-12 hours.
. + Decent graphics
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+ Idea behind the game

- Boring conversations
- Boring gameplay
- Low resolution
- No customisation option
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May have been a good game back when it came out, but now it's just terrible. Just found out I'm too old for games. My hands
hurt. :(. The game is in Early Access.
And you can tell, its a bit rough.
But the Dev is working on it daily.
You can see where he was inspired and you can see where he put a lot of love into it.
In time, this will be a fun game I'll put a lot of hours into.
Its going to take a lot of dedication, but he's shown it so far.
Keep it up (:. Actually I don't play casual games like board puzzles and such...but Fractal has something more to offer.

The objective are simple, you have to make "blooms" from pulling hexagons, but I like this game because of the beautiful
graphics and music. Yes, especially the music. The music are composed based on how you play the game. When the gameplay
become intense, the music follows.

But I'm disappointed with Steam version though. The animations and the MusicBox engine are not that good than its original
version which is built with Flash. I prefer the Flash build of Fractal instead the new one, unless they are going to update the
engine to be more like its predecessor.. The first thing you should know is, this game is not a regular danmaku shooting game
like the Cave games, Crimzon Clover or even Touhou games. You don't need to practice a lot to learn how to dodge bullets or
move precisely. The most important part is use M.E.F.A2 and Concept Reactor to destroy the bullet, use shooting and Concept
Reactor to charge M.E.F.A2 and use M.E.F.A2 and shooting to charge Concept Reactor. If you can remember all the parts of
game and find strategy to deal with them, you don't need to dodge to bullet in the most case.

Compare to the CXX version,The score system is changed and bugs are fixed, now it seems possible at least for Bronx Terror to
get a high score. Enjoy the game!

This game is my favourite shmup game. It has really good bgm and graphics. If you don't like those extremely hard shump
games, try this!. Great simple game
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